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Introduction
In 2005, Library Planning Associates, Inc. was engaged by the Fred C. Fischer Library in Belleville,
MI to evaluate future resource and service inventory needs and estimate the library’s space
needs based on those defined inventories – forecast at 47,100 square feet then. For a variety
of reasons, the library has been unable to advance plans for an expanded improved facility until
now, and during the ensuing seven years, the community and the library service landscape have
changed and evolved. Among the changes:
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• the 2010 census provides an updated, current basis for estimating the library’s
future service population
• the library changed jurisdictional form, becoming an independent library district
• as part of its district conversion, the library committed to developing and opening
a branch, changing from a single-facility service configuration to a two-facility
configuration
• new collection formats (both print and nonprint) continue to diversify the library’s
inventory
• new content delivery methods (downloading and streaming options) expand the
range of the library’s ability to provide services
• the increasing availability of handheld and portable Internet-connected devices
has started to create a user base that seeks resources virtually and ubiquitously
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In light of these changes – and others – the library invited LPA to revisit and update the 2005
plan. This short report highlights LPA’s review of current data resources (recent library annual
reports, updated peer comparative analyses) and the findings of the new assessment.

Library service goals and space needs
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A direct connection exists between the resource and service inventories a library seeks to house
and the amount of space it needs. To oversimplify the equation, all other things being equal a
library will require more floor space if it establishes a service parameter to develop a collection
of 250,000 volumes than would be the case if its collection development goal was 100,000
volumes; all other things being equal, a library will require more floor space if it seeks to
provide 200 reader seats rather than 120.
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For the Belleville Area District Library’s space needs assessment, the LPA study team
recommends a space needs assessment methodology the particulars of which are detailed in
APPENDIX A. In summary, that methodology is organized around seven kinds of floor space to
be found in most libraries:
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• Collection space: to house the library’s core print and nonprint collection.
• Public computing space: to support the inventory of computer network stations
the library will provide to accommodate access to electronic information
resources.
• Reader seating space: to provide a variety of comfortable seating for library
patrons to use the library’s resources in-house.
• Staff space: to provide staff work stations as needed to support the library’s
various routines and operations (circulation, technical services, public services,
administration, etc.).
• Programming / meeting space: to accommodate library programming for the
general public, meetings of the library board and/or staff, as well as meetings of
other community groups.
• Special use space: to house those pieces of unique library furniture or special
library functions that have not been accounted for in previous types of space
(e.g., photocopiers, microform readers, a public refreshment area or café, small
group study rooms, gallery / exhibit space, a staff lounge, etc.).
• Nonassignable space: to house those spaces which must be provided to support a
functioning building but cannot be assigned directly to library purposes (e.g.,
vestibules, restrooms, stairwells, mechanicals, etc.).
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A library can define service parameters relating to each of these seven types of space. The
service parameters can then be converted into an estimate of space needs by applying the unit
space allowances as described in APPENDIX A.
The space needs assessment methodology defines unit space allowances for the various
components of a library’s service program. Book collections, for example, may be housed in
various settings that can support wider or narrower aisles, taller or lower shelving, more
face-out marketing displays or fewer such displays. All of these factors affect the floor space
required by the collection. In an “optimum” setting – with generous aisles, and lower,
patron-friendly shelving, ample marketing and display of the collections – a library will need one
square foot for every 10.0 volumes to house. In other settings – with increasingly narrower
aisles, taller shelves, and so on – this allowance shifts. A “moderate” allowance for the book
collection is one square foot for every 11.5 volumes to house; and a “low” allowance is one
square foot for every 13.0 volumes to house.
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The chart “Unit space
allocations” summarizes
the unit space allowances
for the various
components of a library’s
program of service –
optimum, moderate, and
low. When these
allowances are applied to
a library’s recommended
service parameters, an
estimate of the library’s
space needs can be made
ranging from an optimum
level to a minimum level.
Within this range, a
recommended estimate is
defined based on
expectations of density of
housing the library's
resources and economies
of scale in the eventual
building layout.
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The planning horizon
Library space planning usually results in a capital project of significant scope and expense. In
order to achieve the highest possible return on the community’s capital investment, local
authorities should strive to meet not only the present service needs of the community, but its
future needs as well. A library should grow into its facility, with sufficient space provided for
shelving and other resources so that the setting does not become too soon overcrowded.
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The conventional planning timetable for library facilities planning is twenty years. Over the
years, library planners have come to agree that a building designed to meet a twenty-year need
will provide a suitable return on the community’s investment, building to meet tomorrow’s
needs at today’s pre-inflationary construction costs.
In this particular instance, the planning horizon for the Belleville Area District Library study is set
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to the year 2035. On the assumption that detailed facilities planning together with the
implementation of those plans in a facilities expansion project will occupy three to four years’
time, this timeframe will allow roughly twenty years use in the expanded building.
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The recommendations presented here are intended to define an environment from which the
library may respond to the needs of the service community during the years to come,
acknowledging that change is occurring so quickly – socially, technologically, in every way – that
the best strategy for dealing with the library’s future needs is to provide a plan that is flexible
and can be adapted for different uses in the future.

Design population
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The first step in making an initial assessment of a library’s space need is the determination of
the library’s design population – the population of the library’s service community, on which
the design for an expanded or remodeled building should be based. On a fundamental level, it
is important to understand whether the population of the library’s service jurisdiction is holding
steady, growing, or decreasing. In 2005, the projected population to the year 2030 was
estimated to be 53,620.
A new projection is predicated on results from the 2010 census. The baseline population for
the District consists of three municipal jurisdictions: the City of Belleville, Sumpter Township
and Van Buren Township. The 2000 census established the combined population of those
municipalities at 39,412. The more recent 2010 establishes the combined population at 42,361
– a new benchmark that is almost 4,000 greater than the previous data.
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Working with population forecasts developed by the Southeast Michigan Council of
Governments (SEMCOG), the population of the three municipalities will grow to 54,839. The
chart “Population Trends” on the following page summarizes these updated estimates. The
chart also shows that the population of Van Buren Township will grow slightly as a share of the
total district population, while Belleville will decrease slightly and Sumpter Township will hold
roughly steady as a share of total population. The chart also reveals a notably aging population.
In 2010, the cohort of residents age 65 and over represented 9.88% of the total district
population. By 2035, that cohort will represent 22.64% of the total district population.
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Performance measures frame an assessment of library service goals
In support of this updated space needs assessment, LPA completed a variety of comparative
benchmark / trendline analyses, updating a similar analysis completed for the 2005 study. The
findings of this analysis are detailed in APPENDIX B to this report.
As was the case in 2005, LPA accessed the federal database of public library statistics to
assemble alternate peer cohorts to examine. In 2005, that database was maintained by the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), but by 2012, responsibility for the database
project had been transferred to the Institute for Museum and Library Services (IMLS). Same
program, new “ownership.”
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The analysis was conducted at a state, regional and national level. Five peer cohorts were
chosen for examination:
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• Michigan public libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population
• libraries in the region serving 40,000 to 60,000 population
• public libraries nationwide serving 40,000 to 60,000 population
• all public libraries in the state of Michigan*
• all public libraries in the region*
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The principal cohorts were targeted according to population served, effectively bracketing the
library’s current and projected populations, with the expectation that a comparison with
libraries that are more similar than not to the subject library would produce a more meaningful
benchmkark. Two additional cohorts were prepared, including all of the libraries in the state
and all of the libraries in the region, although the consultant’s past experience has shown that
these broader samples are more interesting from a clinical or academic perspective and not
overly useful.
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(The lack of homogeneity present in the state-wide and regional cohorts – ranging from very
large libraries to very, very small libraries – draws their utility into question; in fact, these two
cohorts are marked with an asterisk because each was adapted slightly to exclude the very
largest and very smallest communities from the analysis. Even so, they offer limited impact
relative to the current analysis.)
The regional cohorts seek to extend the scope
of the comparison beyond the boundaries of
the state, but without extending as far as
either coast. For purposes of this study,
“region” was defined as an area roughly within
a 250 mile radius. Because of the way
geocoding data is entered into the IMLS
database, it’s not possible to define a radius
strictly, to the regional cohort effectively
captures libraries within a “squared radius” as
shown in the illustration to the right.
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District-wide collection & service inventory goals
In LPA’s earlier service and space needs assessment study, the comparative analyses based on
datasets from the federal public library database were used to develop recommendations for
the essential collection inventories the library should plan to house. Specifically, the 2005 study
recommended a book collection of 2.3 volumes per capita (leading to a recommended book
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collection of 124,400 volumes), and a nonprint collection corresponding to 16% of the library’s
print collection (or 19,900 items, based on a book collection of 124,000 volumes). The 2005
study recommended a magazine subscription list of 186 titles, and an inventory of 50
computers for public use, which was characterized as an “assertive” goal.
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Volumes per capita / volumes held: An updated comparative benchmark / trendline analysis
on the metric volumes held per capita produces a different result from the 2.3 volumes-percapita benchmark derived from the corresponding analysis in 2005.
The state level sample of libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population produces an intercept
point at 2.70 volumes per capita. Based on the experience of the corresponding regional
sample, the recommendation is 3.55 volumes per capita. The national sample produces a
recommendation of 2.60 volumes per capita. (As a further point of comparison, library’s
intercept point against the all-state sample is 2.45 volumes per capita, while the intercept point
against the all-region sample is 2.80 volumes per capita.) Clearly, over the last seven years,
most public libraries have grown their core collections.
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The findings based on the state level and national samples are close, suggesting that on this
measure the Michigan library service landscape roughly corresponds to the broader national
experience. Michigan sets the bar a bit higher than is the case nationwide. There is a
considerable difference, though, with the regional sample. This suggests that many of the
additional libraries drawn into that sample tend to offer a higher level of service than is
customary in Michigan. The regional sample does include parts of the metro Chicago area and
Ohio, both areas that have a long heritage of larger collections, higher use levels, and so on.
But the regional variation may also raise a question as to how applicable that sample might be
in this instance.
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Given the library’s projected population (54,839), these findings produce a recommended
collection ranging from a low of 142,500 volumes (based on 2.6 volumes per capita) to a high of
194,675 (based on 3.55 volumes per capita).
An alternate means of exploring collection size is to examine volumes held, rather than volumes
held per capita. On this measure , the state sample produces an intercept, or “expected” result,
of 149,000 volumes, the regional sample produces an intercept of 196,000 volumes, and the
national sample produces an intercept of 143,000 volumes – similar to the findings of the
analysis of volumes per capita.
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These updated analyses suggest that there may be reason to adjust the library’s projected
collection inventory from 124,400 volumes to something in the range of 145,000 to 150,000
volumes, and possibly even higher (if one were to follow the results emerging from the regional
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cohort). At the same time, as noted above, this dataset dates to the 2009 reporting year – prior
to the introduction of the iPad and the recent surge in e-reader sales. These more recent
developments might prompt consideration of a goal that is more moderate, less assertive than
the apparent recommendation from these samples. Simply maintaining the library’s existing
recommendation could be interpreted as a reflection of a more moderate position.

DRAFT

Although the trendline analysis suggests a rationale for increasing the library’s projected
collection goal to roughly 150,000 volumes, a more moderate goal of 125,000 is recommended.
This moderation attempts to account for the prospect that in the coming years more and more
of a library’s traditional book resource will be delivered via alternate and electronic channels.
Nonprint collections: Analysis of the measure “audio recordings held” produces a
recommended audio collection of 8,750 items based on the state cohort, 17,750 items based
on the regional cohort, and 9,250 items based on the national cohort. Again we see a notable
variation in the regional cohort – even more pronounced than was the case with book holdings.
There is also considerable movement in the trendline on this measure, indicating that libraries
in general have been quite assertive in expanding these collections over the last ten years.
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Analysis of the measure “video recordings held” produces a recommended video collection of
7,900 items based on the state cohort, 16,250 items based on the regional cohort, and 9,100
items based on the national cohort. The same basic pattern is repeated from the analyses of
book and audio holdings – the state level cohort close to the national cohort (although in the
case of audio and video holdings slightly lower than the national cohort), and the regional
cohort is well above both the state and national cohorts.
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Combining the findings for audio and video holdings reported above produces an updated
recommendation of 16,650 items based on the state cohort, 34,000 based on the regional
cohort, and 18,350 based on the national cohort.
Another way to approach nonprint holdings is to examine nonprint inventories as a percentage
of print inventories. Based on the state cohort, this metric produces an intercept of 11.00% –
that is, based on the experience of Michigan libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population, a
library with 54,000 residents in its service area would maintain 11 nonprint items for every 100
print items in its collection. Based on the regional cohort, the intercept is 16.50%. Based on
the national cohort the intercept is 11.75%.
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In 2005, the recommendation for nonprint was a collection corresponding to 16 items for every
100 volumes in the print collection. Based on the dataset examined then, it was an assertive
goal, one that established an inventory level above what would ordinarily be expected. If a
corresponding approach were applied today, in the context of the state or national cohorts, the
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recommendation would be for a nonprint collection of more than 11% to 12% of the print
collection. 16% might well be a reasonable number, given that the 75th percentile result for the
state cohort is 14.73%, for the regional cohort is 19.80%, and for the national cohort is 15.89%.
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The key question here – as with the book collection – has to do with the impact of e-resources.
These studies consistently reveal that libraries have increased nonprint holdings over the last
ten years. Both the state and national cohorts increased the ratio of nonprint-to-print holdings
by more than five percentage points – a truly dramatic shift in the composition of the typical
library collection. But will that pattern continue? Or will the marketplace shift distribution of
this content into streaming and downloadable formats?
As with the book collection, a more moderate goal is recommended here – a nonprint collection
equal to 12% of the print collection, or 15,000 items based on a book collection of 125,000
volumes. The front-page headline in a “Personal Tech” special section to the New York Times
(May 31, 2012) reads “Daddy, What Were Compact Discs?” This is one of many similar
forecasts regarding the long-term trends in the nonprint marketplace, and the library’s planning
should reflect those prospects.
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Magazines: In 2005, the recommended inventory for magazines was 186 titles. Contrary to the
analysis regarding nonprint holdings (which established a collection development goal at a level
that exceeded the library’s “expected” result), the goal we established for the library’s
subscription list was less than what was otherwise “expected.” This was due to the fact
magazine and journal literature was clearly migrating into digital form, reducing the impetus
experienced by the typical library to expand its subscription list.
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The movement of the trendlines in the attached updated analyses provides clear evidence of
this migration. In the state, regional, and national cohorts, the trendline from ten years
previous is above the current dataset trendline. This shows that libraries in general have been
paring back their magazine inventories, certainly in response to the growing availability of
journal literature in electronic form.
The state cohort recommends an intercept of 250 titles. The regional cohort recommends an
intercept of 660 titles. And the national cohort recommends an intercept of 325 titles. The
median value (50th percentile) for these three cohorts is 265 titles, 353 titles, and 213 titles
respectively. The lower quartile value is 187 titles for the state cohort, 215 titles for the
regional cohort, and 120 titles for the national cohort.
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Given that Belleville presently receives 157 magazines, a modest systemwide goal of 180 titles
will allow a basic status quo inventory at the main library, complemented by a small magazine
collection developed for the branch.
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Computers for public use: This measure also exhibits substantial shift in the trendline between
the most recent dataset and ten years prior. In the most recent federal dataset, libraries
generally reported maintaining a PC inventory two times or more the number offered ten years
prior.
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The state cohort produces an intercept of 60 PCs; the regional cohort produces an intercept of
47 PCs; and the national cohort produces an intercept of 38. The library presently provides 28
machines for public use.
In 2005, the recommendation emphasized an assertive goal of 50 PCs. If a similarly assertive
focus were to be maintained today, it could point to the upper quartile result in these analyses
(59 PCs based on the state cohort, 57 based on the regional, and 45 based on the national), or
the 90th percentile result (74, 75, and 63 respectively).
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Demand for access to electronic resources continues to grow, and the library needs to be sure
its offers sufficient access points, each point of access being represented by a PC for public use.
Given the expected continuing shift toward alternate strategies for content delivery and the
preceding moderate forecasts for the more traditional components of the library’s inventories,
it is important to provide enough computers for public use to meet the growing demand. An
inventory of 75 PCs is recommended.
These points of access will be complemented by robust wireless service that will allow users to
log into the library’s network and resources using their own laptops and handheld devices.
Even though more and more users will bring their own Internet-connectable devices to the
library, expecting to connect to the library’s network, it will still be necessary to provide an
ample inventory of machines in order to support larger, brighter screens, with larger and more
easily manipulated keyboards and higher connection speeds.
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Reader seating: Another critical element in our planning is making a space allowance to
accommodate reader seating. In contrast to the conundrum that faces a library in establishing a
service inventory goal for computer network terminals for public use – no accepted formulas to
guide our thinking – there are several formulas and recommendations that can be found in the
literature on planning library facilities. The typical formula derives a recommendation of X seats
needed per 1,000 population, with X decreasing as the total population increases. This reflects
an assumption that as a library's overall service population increases the library is able to
deliver service with an increasing efficiency owing to increasing economies of scale. Over the
years, LPA has sought to consolidate those sometimes disparate formulas into a single, "grand
unified theory" of public library seating.
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In the case of the Belleville Area District Library, the library's projected service population of
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54,800+ produces a recommendation that the library should provide roughly 3.0 seats per
1,000 population – specifically, 166 reader seats in all.
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Distribution of resources
Just as it is important to determine suitable district-wide service goals for the library, it’s
important to determine how those resources should be deployed between the district’s
proposed two facilities – a main library and a smaller satellite branch. Obviously, there are
countless ways to balance and allocate the library’s resources between the two facilities. The
deployment proposed here is just one strategy for consideration, and it would be expected that
library board and staff continue to revisit and reconsider the following particulars.
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The overall goals of this recommended deployment are two-fold: to provide a core resource at
the main library that is of ample breadth and depth for the district as a whole to draw on; and
to provide a resource inventory at the satellite that is sufficient to meet the basic needs of the
surrounding community.
Specifically, this proposal offers as a starting point the
notion that, give or take, some 85% to 90% of the
district-wide resources described above be housed at the
main library, with the balance deployed to the satellite.
The chart on the right details how those collections and
resources would be divided under this protocol.
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With the definition of essential resources to be housed respectively at the two libraries, we
approach the point where the space needed at each facility can be calculated. Specifically, the
needs at each location regarding staff work stations and public meeting space must be added to
the mix, and that will occur in the next two sections of the narrative.
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Space needs estimate – Main Library

In addition to the collection and seating resources described above, the main library will need
to accommodate space where staff will support the day-to-day operations of the library, space
for meetings and program events, space for “special use” activities, and “nonassignable”
purposes (see APPENDIX A for further descriptions of special use and nonassignable spaces).
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Staff work stations: For the 2005 report, an inventory of staff work stations was defined. For
the current study, that inventory served as a foundation, but several adaptations were needed.
Some were the result of the library becoming an independent service jurisdiction and taking on
a new set of administrative and record-keeping responsibilities. Some were the result of
changing library service patterns. The updated list or inventory of staff work stations to be
accommodated in the expanded library is as follows:

DRAFT

• Circulation
3 charging stations at circ desk
1 registration station at circ desk
2 paging / sorting stations for shelvers
1 station for returns
1 ILL station in workroom
1 clerical support station in workroom
1 department supervisor station
• Adult services
1 public service station at reference desk
1 department supervisor office
3 support stations in workroom
• Teen services
1 public service station at a teen desk
• Youth services
1 public service station at children’s desk
1 department supervisor office
2 support stations in workroom
• Technical services
2 stations for cataloging
1 station for acquisitions / unpacking
1 station for data entry
3 stations for processing / repair
• Computer and network services
1 station for network maintenance
1 station for network assistant
1 station for computer repair
• Administration
1 station for the director
1 station for an assistant director
1 station for reception
1 station for administrative support
1 station for business manager
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1 station for accounts payable
1 station for maintenance
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The prior inventory of staff work stations described adult and children’s desks to seat up to two
staff, but this update assumes that any additional adult or children’s staff that might be needed
for public service support will not be “tethered” to the desk location, but will use wireless and
handheld devices to allow them to interact with patrons anywhere in the respective
departments, at the very point where the library users needs assistance. A new public service
point is added to support services to teens, reflecting the library’s increased interest in this
cohort. Note that additional back-of-house space may also be needed for this new function,
although it is not presently included in this list. Further consideration may lead the staff and
board to add a “help desk” to support the library’s public access computers as well.
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Meeting room space: Based on the library’s anticipated level of program activity and its goals
regarding audiences to draw to its program events, three different types of program space are
recommended: a flat-floor, flexible multipurpose room, a storytime room to accommodate the
children’s departments’ essential program activities, and a conference room to accommodate
regular meetings of the library board and its committees, library staff, as well as other small
community groups.
The recommended audience capacity of the multi-purpose room is 150 (reduced from the
recommendation of 200 in 2005). The recommended capacity of the storytime room is 45
(representing a combination of children and their caregivers). And the recommended capacity
of the conference room is 12 around a conference table with an additional 10 seats in an
adjacent gallery.
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The library’s space needs: With these parameters in place, the space needs assessment
methodology described in APPENDIX A can be applied. A chart on the following page
summarizes the results.
As explained in APPENDIX A, any of these resources can be housed in a variety of circumstances.
The book collection can be housed on taller, 84" shelving or on 72" shelving. Stacks can be
installed on a 36" aisle, or a 48" aisle. Taller shelving or narrower aisles will produce a smaller
estimate of space need for the book collection. Lower shelving or wider aisles will require more
space for the collection. Specifically, to house a collection of 112,500 volumes will require
10,125 square feet in an optimum setting, 8,800+ square feet in a moderate setting, and 7,700+
square feet in a minimum setting. The smaller area resulting from taller shelving and narrower
aisles will cost less to build, but the lower shelving and wider aisles will make the collections
easier and more inviting for borrowers to use. These are the essential trade-offs of library
space planning.
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Acknowledging that there are a variety of settings that can be employed to house these
resources, the space needs estimate for the main library facility ranges from a high of 57,158
square feet to a low of 44,195 square feet. Within that range, it is the estimate of the LPA study
team that the library should anticipate a building of 48,158 square feet for the main library –
rounded to 48,150 square feet.
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Note that an critical variation from the 2005 recommendation is to plan to house the collection
in an “optimum” setting rather than a “moderate” setting. This reserves for the library the
option of deploying the collection with 72" tall shelving rather than 84" tall shelving. Although
using lower shelving translates into fewer volumes housed per shelving unit, thus requiring
more shelving units and more area to house the collection, the resulting environment is a
people-centric setting – easier for more people to reach and use – and most public libraries
today have adopted this kind of setting as their preferred arrangement. This is a significant shift
in attitude and approach since 2005.

DRAFT

Space needs estimate – Satellite Library
A similar calculation can be made for the proposed satellite library, following the definition of
staff and meeting space needs.

DRAFT

Staff work stations: The branch, being more modest in scope, has a simpler inventory of
recommended staff work stations:
• Circulation check out
• Circulation check out / check in
• Circulation project / record-keeping
• Sorting & reshelving
• Branch manager’s office
Meeting spaces: For the branch a single multi-purpose room to seat up to 30 is recommended.
This room will also support children’s programming and small group meetings.

DRAFT

The library’s space needs: With these parameters in place, the space needs assessment
methodology described in APPENDIX A can be applied. A chart on the following page
summarizes the results.
As explained in APPENDIX A, any of these resources can be housed in a variety of circumstances.
In this case, housing a collection of 12,500 volumes will require 1,250 square feet in an
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optimum setting, 1,000+ square feet in a moderate setting, and 900+ square feet in a minimum
setting. The smaller area resulting from taller shelving and narrower aisles will cost less to
build, but the lower shelving and wider aisles will make the collections easier and more inviting
for borrowers to use. These are the essential trade-offs of library space planning.

DRAFT

Acknowledging that there are a variety of settings that can be employed to house these
resources, the space needs estimate for the satellite facility ranges from a high of 7,772 square
feet to a low of 5,914 square feet. Within that range, it is the estimate of the LPA study team
that the library should anticipate a building of 6,661 square feet for the satellite facility –
rounded to 6,650 square feet.

Summary

DRAFT

The board of trustees asked Library Planning Associates, Inc. to revisit and update an
assessment of the library’s space needs, originally prepared in 2005. The preceding report
outlines some of the factors that have changed the library service landscape for the Belleville
Area District Library since that earlier report was produced. Not the least of those changes has
been the library’s conversion to a district form of governance. In the 21st century, the public
library also continues to evolve in an ever-changing marketplace for content delivery. Eresources occupy a larger and larger role in service delivery, and libraries are beginning to
reflect that impact in the buildings being planned and built.

DRAFT

The Belleville Area District Library proposes to serve its residents by way of two facilities – a
main library and a satellite branch. Based on the resource inventories recommended for each
facility, the space needs of each can be estimated:
• the main library will need a recommended 48,150 square feet
• the satellite library will need a recommended 6,650 square feet
Library staff and trustees should review these recommendations carefully and evaluate if they
would make any changes to the recommended service goals or the deployment or resources
between the two facilities. Depending on whether there are changes forthcoming or not, the
bottom line recommendations of this examination may be adjusted. Either way, this updated
review will serve as the basis for the library’s continuing dialog with its community regarding its
future facilities needs.

DRAFT
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APPENDIX A: LIBRARY ERVICE OALS AND SPACE NEEDS – A
PLANNING MODEL
This appendix outlines a methodology for calculating a library’s space needs based on its
projected service goals. The methodology is organized around seven standard types of floor
space.
• A.1 Housing the collection
• A.2 Housing computers for public use
• A.3 Supporting readers using the library
• A.4 Supporting staff work routines
• A.5 Supporting library program activities and meetings
• A.6 Providing for “special use” support functions
• A.7 Providing for “nonassignable” support functions

DRAFT

Given the establishment of essential service parameters for any library, an estimate of the
library’s space needs can be developed. This section of the report will detail environmental
factors and choices that affect a library’s need for space – a decision to employ a 36" aisle in the
library’s bookstacks versus a 42" aisle, for example – and describe how service goals can be
translated into space needs.

DRAFT

When a library presents unusual or extraordinary conditions, this methodology should be
adapted to reflect the practical impact of those special conditions. A library wishing to house a
large portion of its collection on compact, mobile shelving could reasonably expect to achieve a
higher collection density and require less square footage for its collection than would be
calculated using this methodology. A library that plans to support long-term / day-long research
use might plan on providing all of its seating in oversized study carrels to accommodate the
needs of researchers, and could reasonably apply a larger space allocation per reader seat than
is recommended here. A library that needs to incorporate a garage could add a special, or
dedicated, allocation to this assessment for that feature, to reflect the fact that including a
garage would otherwise skew the ordinary calculation of nonassignable space.

DRAFT
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DRAFT

A.1 HOUSING THE COLLECTION

The space needed to house a library’s collection is determined by the size of the collection and
a series of environmental parameters that define the shelving environment, including the type
of material to be housed, the height of the shelves, and the width of the aisle.
A.1.1 Books

DRAFT

Library books can be housed in a variety of shelving environments. Some are more space
efficient than others, ranging from 5 volumes per square foot to 30 volumes per square foot,
depending on such factors as the type of material being housed, the height of the shelving unit,
and the width of the aisle in the bookstacks. Compact shelving units can accommodate even
more material in the same amount of space.
An optimum estimate of library shelving capacity is 10.00 volumes per square foot. Ten volumes
per square foot supports a setting that allows an aisle of 42" or even 48" – wider than the bare
minimum 36" required by the Americans with Disabilities Act. Shelving units will be shorter than
might otherwise be found in a library – as low as 72" tall rather than the more traditional
heights of 84" or 90" – so that all of the shelving can be more easily reached by all of the
library’s clientele. Each individual shelf will be planned with a more generous “working
capacity” – meaning that more of each shelf will be reserved to accommodate day-to-day
shifting and use of the collection, which also makes the stacks easier for patrons to use. There
will be more opportunities to promote face-out marketing display for the collections. In general,
this optimum allocation of 10.00 volumes per square foot establishes the best possible balance
between a setting that provides a reasonable collection capacity while maximizing patrons’ ease
of use.

DRAFT

Alternately, a library can opt to pursue more assertive strategies to house its collections,
increasing the number of volumes stored per square feet and thereby decreasing the amount of
floor space the collections will require. As the library increases the “collection density” in this
manner, the library is backing off from an optimum physical shelving environment. As the
library increases the number of volumes housed per square foot, the library is more likely to
deploy a narrower aisle spacing in the stacks; taller, more difficult-to-reach shelving is more
likely to be used; fewer display opportunities to market the collection can be provided.

DRAFT

A moderate estimate of collection capacity is 11.25 volumes per square feet, while a low
estimate is 13.00 volumes per square foot.
Jun 7, 2012
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Another aspect that affects the space needed to house the library’s collection is the fact that a
portion of the library’s collection is in circulation at any given time. A library doesn’t necessarily
have to provide on-shelf space for its entire holdings because some of the collection is being
housed in patrons’ homes and offices. Although seasonal variations in use levels will produce
fluctuations in the percent-in-circulation, a general allowance of 10% will acknowledge in a
general way this factor (e.g., a library with a collection of 200,000 volumes might plan floor
space to house a collection of 180,000 volumes). Of course, a library’s circulation records can be
examined to determine an even more accurate, use-based estimate of the proportion of its
collection in circulation and “off-shelf” at any given time.

DRAFT

For a larger collection (defined here as 100,000 volumes or more) an allowance for a percent in
circulation can produce a notable reduction in the gross area needed, and libraries with
holdings of that scale are encouraged to apply this percent-in-circulation factor to space needs
calculations. Obviously, the same real-world condition applies to a smaller collection, but in
these cases the library will gain useful “maneuvering room” in the design if the space
allowances are scaled to accommodate the entire collection. The application of a
percent-in-circulation becomes an optional consideration for a smaller library.

DRAFT

A.1.2 Nonprint
Audiovisual collections today appear in five major formats – videocassettes, DVDs, audio
cassettes, compact discs, and CD-ROMs. In a continually shifting landscape, the typical library
should plan to provide all five in the near term.

DRAFT

There is clear evidence from the marketplace, however, that analog / tape formats are being
displaced in favor of digital / disc formats.
• Major retailers like Best Buy and Wal-Mart have long ago diminished or
eliminated shelf space for movies on VHS tape.
• According to Wikipedia, DVD rentals in the U.S. surpassed VHS rentals in 2003;
most major film studios abandoned VHS releases by 2006.
• Late in 2008, the Chicago Tribune reported that “the final truckload of VHS tapes
rolled out of a ... warehouse run by ... the last major supplier of the tapes”
(http://archives.chicagotribune.com/2008/dec/27/nation/ chi-vhs_bddec28).
• As more and more new cars come with CD players in lieu of cassette players, the
audiobook market has come to favor disc formats; CDs now account for more
than 75% of audiobook sales.

DRAFT

Looking ahead, the marketplace is likely to become even more complicated as digital and
downloadable formats become more popular. Streaming media alternatives are likely to offer
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additional, new avenues for the distribution of nonprint content.

DRAFT

Still, in the near term, many of the library’s patrons have and use tape formats and the library
will need to continue to support those collections, although over time that support is expected
to diminish. Flexible storage and display strategies are essential if the library is to support these
varying media formats.
Just as with the book collection, at the library’s option, the nonprint collection can be housed at
varying “densities.” Lower density storage deploys the nonprint collection with wider, more
comfortable aisles, lower, more reachable shelving, and more cover-out marketing display.
Higher density storage strategies trade off the wider aisles, patron and staff convenience, and
marketing display for a smaller space allocation for the collection.

DRAFT

An optimum allowance for housing the nonprint collection is 10.00 items per square foot; a
moderate allowance is 12.50 items per square foot; and a low allowance is 15.00 items per
square foot.
One key issue regarding the space needs of a nonprint collection is whether the library elects to
display the collection in a single-box or double-box strategy:
• In a single-box display system (which is employed by most libraries today), the
item itself is placed on the open public shelf in its display case or plastic jacket.
Patrons can then browse through the collection and make their selections
directly.
• A double-box system is employed when the library has a concern for the security
of the collection. In a this display strategy, the library keeps the original
videocassette or the CD secure behind a staff service counter while a “dummy”
for the item is placed on the open shelf to indicate that the original is available
for loan. The patron brings the dummy copy to the service desk, where it is
exchanged for the actual item and charged to the patron.

DRAFT

Obviously, a double-box storage and display system for nonprint materials has an impact on the
library’s space needs because an allowance must be made to store both the original and the
dummy copy. A double-box storage and display system also demands more staff time for the
retrieval of material at the patron’s request.

DRAFT

A.1.3 Magazines
Similar considerations affect the space needs of the library’s periodical collection. The shelving
environment determines the capacity of the collection and the square footage needed to
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support the collection. Housing a periodical collection is slightly complicated by the fact that
typically two distinct types of shelving are required: display shelving for current issues and
storage shelving for backfiles.

DRAFT

Note that the Americans with Disabilities Act limits current periodical display to a 54" maximum
reach height where an individual in a wheelchair can make a side approach and a 48" maximum
reach height where only a front approach can be made. (The height of library shelving in all
other parts of the collection is expressly “unlimited” under the requirements of the ADA.) In
either case, display shelving for current periodicals must be lower than full-height shelving,
which imposes a space premium on display of current issues.
In display environments, a library should allow 1.0 periodical title per square foot; in storage
environments, a library should allow 0.5 square foot per title per year retained.

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT
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A.2 HOUSING COMPUTERS FOR

UBLIC

SE

Public network stations should be provided in a variety of environments to meet a variety of
patron needs and to encourage ready access to digital resources when a patron needs that
access. Libraries must provide a balance of settings that will support patrons’ long-term use of
electronic resources and at the same time encourage patrons to keep these stations available
for other patrons who need to use them.

DRAFT

To that end, LPA’s planning model anticipates three settings for public network stations:
• The first setting provides terminals at a standing station. This setting is meant to
provide quick and ready access to digital resources. It is not meant to
encourage long-term patron use. By encouraging more frequent turnover here,
the standing stations will help ensure access to these electronic resources made
available through these terminals.
• The second setting deploys the computer at a simple, small table or carrel. A
setting like this, with a seat provided, will encourage a more extended period of
use. Adjacent counter or table space will support note-taking or concurrent use
of other resources from the library’s collections.
• The third setting provides terminals in a more generous seated environment. Here
there may be sufficient space to support additional peripherals (possibly
scanners or other input devices); such stations may be fashioned as media
production stations. Or they may be provided with two seats, in order to
accommodate small group use (perhaps two teens working on a school project
together, or a parent using the computer with a child).

DRAFT

As one progresses from a standing station to a sitting station, to the third, most generous,
setting the space allowance per computer station increases. A unit space allocation per
computer terminal will vary depending on the balance a library chooses to strike among these
three “types” of settings. A unit space allocation will also be determined by economies of scale:
a larger library which provides a large inventory of computers for public use is more likely to
realize efficiencies in the layout of that equipment and thereby realize a smaller space
allocation per computer.

DRAFT

An optimum allowance per computer network station for public use is 50.00 square feet. This
would more likely apply to a library with a smaller inventory of computers for public use or a
library that opts to provide a preponderance of its public-use computers in a “study” setting. A
Jun 7, 2012
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moderate allowance is 40.00 square feet per station. And a low allowance is 35.00 square feet
per stations.

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT
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A.3 SUPPORTING READERS

SING THE IBRARY

Reader seating should be provided in a variety of settings to meet a variety of user needs:
• lounge seating is appropriate in a browsing area or in an audiovisual listening area
• carrel seating provides private spaces for individual study
• group seating at tables is appropriate to provide an opportunity for small groups
of patrons to work quietly together or to allow one or two individuals to spread
their research out in front of themselves.

DRAFT

Seating should also be varied to meet patrons’ physical needs. Small-scale seating is appropriate
in the children’s library; firm seating with arm rests is appropriate in a setting where senior
citizens use the collection.
These different kinds of seating require different amounts of space. An allowance of 25.00
square feet per seat should be made for seating at reading tables. Lounge seating, on the other
hand, requires approximately 40.00 square feet per seat. Individual carrel seating requires
30.00 square feet per seat. Seating scaled for use by children can be scaled at 75% of the
allowance for seating for adults.

DRAFT

As is the case with other components of the library’s resource and service inventory, the unit
space allowance for reader seating can vary depending on whether a library chooses to
emphasize one particular type of seating over another. It will also vary depending on the overall
scale of the library; a larger library is more likely to realize economies of scale (and a smaller
unit space allowance per seat) in the deployment of reader seating.
An optimum space allowance for reader seating is 35.00 square feet per seat. This average
allowance will support a variety of seating environments across the library’s overall inventory. It
would also be an appropriate allowance for a smaller library. A moderate allowance is 32.50
square feet per seat. Using this as an average allowance suggests a library that plans to support
a smaller proportion of lounge seating, or a library with a growing inventory of reader seating. A
low allowance is 30.00 square feet per seat. This average allowance would be appropriate for a
large library with a large inventory of reader seating.

DRAFT
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A.4 SUPPORTING STAFF

DRAFT
W
R
ORK OUTINES

The space needed to support individual staff work routines varies depending on the nature of
the work being performed at any given station:
• public service desk work stations in this planning model are allowed an average of
150 square feet each, an allocation that provides space for the staff chair or
stool, the desk, modest associated file space and, notably, space for patron
queues to form
• staff work stations in work rooms and offices generally follow a space allocation
model that allows 80 to 100 square feet for a clerical station (sufficient for a
desk and chair, a PC and phone, some modest attendant file storage, either in a
cabinet or on shelves, and adjacent corridor space to approach the station)
• 100 square feet for a station to support a librarian (the larger area typically
required for additional files and storage for those positions)
• 125 square feet for a supervisor / department head’s station (the still larger area
typically required to accommodate additional files and to better accommodate
an enclosed office to provide the privacy a supervisor sometimes needs to deal
with personnel and other issues)

DRAFT

DRAFT

The space required for each staff work station will vary, depending in part on how assertively or
efficiently the library’s space plan will need to be. Once again, a larger library with a larger
inventory of staff work stations is more likely to realize economies of scale in the layout of staff
work areas and could apply a smaller unit space allowance for staff work stations.
In an optimum environment, allow 150.0 square feet per staff work station. In a moderate
environment, allow 137.5 square feet per staff work station. In a minimum environment, allow
125.0 square feet per staff work station.

DRAFT
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A.5 SUPPORTING LIBRARY

ROGRAM

CTIVITIES AND MEETINGS

Different kinds of meeting space can be provided by a public library, depending on the
programming activities the library seeks to offer and the kinds of general public activities the
library seeks to support. The space needs for each kind of meeting space is estimated according
to the type of use. For example, space for a public programming room is typically allocated at
10.00 square feet per audience seat, arranged theater-style. Additional allocations are made to
support a speaker / presenter and projection equipment and the like.

DRAFT

More specifically, meeting spaces often found in a library can be characterized as auditoriums
or multipurpose rooms. In addition, some libraries opt to provide dedicated space in the
children’s department to support storytimes and routine children’s programming events. Other
libraries will provide conference rooms. Still other libraries need to provide computer training
space. Each of these “types” of meeting / program space has different unit space allowance
requirements.
An auditorium refers to a formal space for programs and presentations. Often, the audience
capacity of a room like this will be large – 250 and up – although the particulars will be
determined by the type and scale of programs the audience wishes to support. A sloping or
tiered floor for seating will ensure good sight lines for all. The seating will probably be fixed,
although moveable seating is a possibility. There will almost certainly be a raised stage. The
stage will likely be fixed, like the seating. Depending on the type of programs the library wishes
to support in this space, the scale of the allowance for the stage may be substantial (to
accommodate orchestral concerts or theatrical productions, the backstage space behind the
proscenium arch may equal or exceed the space in the audience seating area. The room will
probably be supported with extensive and varied lighting, projection, and sound reinforcement
capabilities. There will be high Internet connectivity to accommodate a wide variety of
speakers’ needs. Space in an auditorium will require 12.50 square feet per audience seat, plus
an allowance for backstage requirements (an allowance for backstage space will often range
from 50% to 100% or more of the space allowance for the audience seating area).

DRAFT

DRAFT

A multi-purpose room offers a different type of meeting space. This is a flat-floor room, with
moveable seating. The seating will likely be stackable for ease of storage. The capacity of this
room will be determined by the scale of the programming the library wishes to support, except
that as the proposed audience capacity approaches 300, sight lines from the back of the room
become increasingly compromised (for larger audience capacities, the sloping floor of an
auditorium becomes necessary). There are minimal fixed elements within this kind of meeting
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space, to allow for maximum flexibility of arrangement to support a wide variety of program
events. A larger multi-purpose room may be divisible into two or three smaller spaces using
moveable partitions. Space at the front of the room will be reserved for a speaker’s podium and
presentation area (or even a small, portable stage). The room will feature high-end presentation
technology and Internet connectivity, to the extent the library’s budget will allow. A larger
multi-purpose room will require sound reinforcement capabilities. Space in a multi-purpose
room will require 10.00 square feet per audience seat, plus a speaker’s area in the front of the
room (a reasonable, generic allowance for a speakers area can be made at 1.00 square foot per
audience seat).

DRAFT

Most public libraries choose to offer small group programming for children – storytimes and
class visits. Smaller libraries will accommodate such programs in a multi-purpose room, but if
the schedule of such activities co-opts broader access to the multi-purpose room, a separate,
dedicated children’s programming room may be provided in the children’s department. In
determining the capacity for a room like this, consider whether the audience is meant to
include children only, or children + caregivers (and possibly children + caregivers + siblings).
Space for a storytime room is allocated at 10.00 to 20.00 square feet per seat, depending on
whether children’s programming activities typically accommodate a craft activity in addition to
the more traditional storytime. The smaller allocation is appropriate if children’s program
activities are limited to traditional storytimes, while the larger allocation is suited to an
environment that will support crafts and other activities in conjunction with storytimes. The
larger allocation allows staff to set up small work tables for the children and to support supplies
storage and a sink and clean-up facilities, as needed. An additional allowance of 75.00 square
feet reserves space at the front of the room for the individual making the presentation.

DRAFT

DRAFT

Conference room space is often used by the library board for its regular monthly meeting and
any committee or other meetings that might be necessary between the board’s regular
meetings. A conference room can also be used by staff for planning and coordination meetings.
A conference room could be available for use by small community groups when not being used
by the library. Space for conference rooms typically is allocated at 30.00 square feet per seat,
drawing its allocation from an environmental similarity with general reader seating at tables.
Additional allocations can be made to support a gallery or audience (which can be warranted,
especially if the room will be used regularly for library board meetings), as well as projection
equipment and the like, as needed.

DRAFT

Space for a computer training room typically is allocated at 50.00 square feet per seat (in an
optimum setting), in order to accommodate the trainee, along with the computer equipment
that the trainee will use. An optimum allocation can also accommodate two trainees per
terminal, creating an additional layer of flexibility for organizing training classes. In a moderate,
more constrained setting, an allocation of 40.00 square feet is recommended. A low allocation
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of 30.00 square feet per seat is needed. A low allocation provides minimal clear space between
trainee stations and/or requires that the library use laptops for computer training sessions. An
additional allowance of 75.00 square feet reserves space at the front of the room for an
instructor’s station (which will typically require projection capabilities)

DRAFT

Other types of meeting spaces may be specified, depending on the particulars of the library’s
service program. Also note that the unit space allocations described here can be used to
estimate the relative audience capacity of a single meeting room in different types of program
configurations. A multipurpose room with an audience capacity of 50, for example, may be
scaled at 550 square feet. If that room is to be used for a children’s storytime program, it could
support an audience of just under 50 (at 10.00 square feet per) or about 24 (at 20.00 square
feet per for a storytime that also includes a craft activity). If the room is going to be used for a
computer training class using laptops, it would support an
audience of about 15 (at 30.00 square feet per seat).

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT
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A.6 PROVIDING FOR “SPECIAL

SE

UPPORT FUNCTIONS

Typically, special use space in a public library constitutes an area equal to 10-15% of the
projected gross area of the building. The amount of special use space a library needs will be
determined by the number of photocopiers or microfilm reader-printers the library wishes to
provide. It will be determined by the number and size of small group study rooms that the
library wishes to provide. It will also be determined by factors like whether or not the library
wishes to provide a public lounge or a coffee shop within the library.

DRAFT

In an optimum setting, a library should reserve 17.50% of its gross area for special use
purposes. A library that plans to provide a public lounge or coffee shop likely falls at this end of
the spectrum. In a moderate setting, a library should reserve 15.00% of its gross area for special
use purposes. With a low allocation, a library should reserve 12.50% of its gross area for special
use purposes.

DRAFT

DRAFT
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A.7 PROVIDING FOR

DRAFT
“N
”S
ONASSIGNABLE

UPPORT FUNCTIONS

Nonassignable space is defined as “those areas or rooms of the library necessary for the general
use and operation of the building but not serving specific library functions, such as foyers,
vestibules, corridors (but not aisles in bookstacks or other furnishings), stairs, elevators, toilets,
janitor rooms or closets, ventilation ducts, and mechanical equipment areas” (from
Measurement and Comparison of Physical Facilities for Libraries, ALA, 1970).
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Nonassignable space needs for mechanical systems are determined largely by engineering
requirements. Engineers will determine how large mechanical equipment needs to be in order
to meet the library’s environmental specifications. The number of fixtures needed in each
restroom will likely be determined by local code, and that inventory will determine the space
needs of those facilities (as will the accessibility regulations of the Americans with Disabilities
Act).
In an optimum setting, a library should reserve 32.50% of its gross area for nonassignable
purposes. In a moderate setting, a library should reserve 30.00% of its gross area for
nonassignable purposes. With a low allocation, the library should allow 27.5% of its gross area
for nonassignable purposes.
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Note that if the library is planning a small facility or if the library plans on an expansion strategy
that incorporates an existing structure (an addition to the present library or the conversion of
an existing structure from a prior use into a new use as a library), there is an increased
likelihood that the proportion of space devoted to nonassignable space will be at the higher end
of this range. If the library is planning a large facility or anticipates new construction, the
proportion of gross area that will be used for nonassignable purposes will likely be lower.
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APPENDIX B: COMPARATIVE

ENCHMARK

RENDLINE ANALYSIS

Part of LPA’s 2005 assessment involved a series of comparative benchmark analyses to establish
prospective resource and service inventory goals for the library. We plumbed a database of
public library statistics maintained by the U.S. Department of Education, and used the analyses
to define the kinds of collections and resources being provided by other libraries serving
communities of a size similar to Belleville. The collected experience of those peer library groups
was interpreted to represent a “norm,” which was applied to the circumstance in Belleville, and
from that a service recommendation was devised. That service recommendation in turn
determined the library’s corresponding space need. This appendix summarizes an effort to
update that analysis to support an updated and revised estimate of space need for the library.
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Data sources for peer library comparisons
As was the case in 2005, there are two principal sources for data about public libraries. One is a
database maintained by the Public Library Association, the other is maintained by the Institute
for Museum and Library Services (a few years ago, responsibility for the federal database was
transferred from the National Center for Education Statistics to the IMLS). Each has notable
advantages and disadvantages.
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The Public Library Data Service, maintained by the Public Library Association, is an ongoing
project that grew out of an annual survey that was sent to members of the Urban Libraries
Council. The principal advantage of the PLA dataset is timeliness. The annual survey covers the
year ending December 31, and it is published by the following ALA annual conference in June.
The disadvantage is that participation in the survey is voluntary, and coverage is much more
complete for libraries serving 100,000 population or more. As service area decreases below
100,000 population, coverage in the PLA database gets sketchier and sketchier. Among the
smallest public libraries in the country, the PLA database includes less than 10% of the cohort.
The second resource is the Federal-State Cooperative Program, maintained by the Institute for
Museum and Library Services. For 25+ years, this program has sought to coordinate and
standardize the data-gathering efforts of the state library agencies across the country. Every
state library agency is mandated to gather statistical information for each of the public libraries
within its state, and over the years this program has brought consistency to the definitions of
several dozen data elements, so results can be compared fairly from libraries across the
country. The advantage of this resource is comprehensiveness. With the mandate behind the
state agencies to gather this data, almost every library is included. Each year, some libraries slip
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through the cracks, but only a very few. The disadvantage of the IMLS database is that it is less
timely. The data is gathered at the state level and subjected to a round of error-checking, then
forwarded to the IMLS, where it undergoes another round of error-checking, and eventually it’s
posted on the web for distribution. The most recently-posted dataset is from the 2009
reporting year, so this source is plainly not as current as the PLA resource.
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This may be a perceived concern because of the changes in the library landscape brought about
by the introduction of the iPad and the seeming explosion of the e-reader market, all of which
has taken place since the assembly of the dataset in the IMLS 2009 release. In any case, this
factor needs to be kept in mind when working with the IMLS data.
Despite this concern, Library Planning Associates, Inc. prefers the IMLS database because of its
comprehensiveness. The dataset’s comprehensiveness cements its utility as a resource. Also
note that when one examines a large cohort of peer libraries, there usually is not a dramatic
change in the overall cohort from year to year. Selected individual libraries in the cohort may
report a dramatic shift from one year to the next, but the “measures of the middle” of any
given sample – the average, the median – do not usually change wildly from one year to the
next. Though there certainly is movement from year to year (as we will soon see), the
movement is usually of a more measured sort.
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Five peer cohorts
As part of this revisitation of the earlier peer comparative study, five representative cohorts
were drawn from the IMLS database. The five cohorts included
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• Michigan public libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population
• libraries in the region serving 40,000 to 60,000 population
• public libraries nationwide serving 40,000 to 60,000 population
• all public libraries in the state of Michigan*
• all public libraries in the region*
The analysis is conducted on a state level, a regional level and a national level. The regional
cohorts seek to extend the scope of the comparison beyond the boundaries of the state, but
without extending as far as either coast. For purposes of this study, “region” was defined as an
area roughly within a 250 mile radius. Because
of the way geocoding data is entered into the
IMLS database, it’s not possible to define a
radius strictly, to the regional cohort
effectively captures libraries within a “squared
radius” as shown in the illustration to the right.
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Two additional cohorts that include all of the libraries in the state and all of the libraries in the
region are also included, although past experience with this kind of analysis suggests that
results of analyzing these cohorts will be of more clinical interest than practical utility. The
challenge with statewide or region-wide cohorts is that they almost always include very, very
large and/or very, very small libraries, which tends to skew comparative results. In fact, the
statewide and regional samples here have been adapted by excluding the libraries that fall in
the top and bottom 5% of the full sample when ranked by population. By excluding these very
large and very small libraries, the hope is to increase the relevance of the statewide and regionwide cohorts, but there is still a wide range evident in the population served. The adapted
statewide cohort ranges from the smallest library which serves 1,957 to the largest which
serves more than 100,000; the adapted regional cohort ranges from 1,537 population to
93,174.
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Presentation of the data
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The illustration below shows how the data in each analysis is summarized. The data is
presented in a simple scatter diagram, with population arrayed along the X-axis and the metric
in question along the Y-axis. The respondents are all indicated by small blue diamonds. The
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subject library is indicated by a large orange dot.

For each metric, note that the scale on the X-axis and the Y-axis are kept constant. A consistent
scale accommodates comparisons of results from one cohort to another. This means, however,
that the graphs for the all-state and all-region cohorts show only a portion of those total
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cohorts – only the portion of the cohort reflected by the libraries ranging from 40,000 to 60,000
population is shown, although the analysis is predicated on the entire cohort.
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The red line passing through the middle of the dataset is a trendline. The trendline maps the
experience of the cohort, showing the intersection of population served and the metric in
question. If you were to read up from 50,000 on the X-axis, the point where you intersect with
the trendline is “expected” result for a library serving 50,000 population, given the combined
experience of this particular group of libraries. In the chart above, it shows that a library serving
50,000 population would be expected to maintain a book collection of just under 150,000
volumes, according to the collective experience of the cohort at hand – in this case, Michigan
libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population.
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A white diamond outlined in blue appears on the trendline, indicating where Belleville’s
projected service population intercepts the trendline. This becomes the “expected” result for
the library based on the experience of this cohort group – if you will, the recommendation that
emerges from this particular cohort.
A dashed blue line passes through the scatter diagram. This represents the trendline from the
same cohort ten years previous. Comparing this trendline against the current trendline gives an
indication of how dynamic a specific metric has been. If the two trendlines are close, it reveals
that there has been little change over the last ten years within the given cohort. If the
trendlines are separate, it indicates more rapid, dramatic change.
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To the right of each graph there is a simple summary of the dataset. In the case of the example
on the preceding page, the sample of Michigan libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population
consists of 16 libraries (n=). The smallest reported book inventory among those 16 was a
collection of 75,500+ volumes. The median collection was 131,200 volumes. The upper
quartile (75th percentile) and the 90th percentile are also reported, as well as the largest
collection in the cohort. Belleville’s current result is reported.
The next two lines report Belleville’s percentile ranking against the cohort on the metric in
question, followed by the library’s percentile ranking against the cohort in terms of population
currently served. On gross measures of service (total volumes held, total annual circulation,
etc.), there is a rough correlation between population served and the gross measure in
question. Total collection inventories, for example, tend to increase as population increases.
Although it’s not a rigorous connection, a library’s percentile ranking on population served can
be taken as an indicator of what it’s ranking should be for the metric in question. In the case of
volumes held, in comparison with the cohort of Michigan libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000
population, Belleville’s current population ranks at the 6th percentile, but the library’s book
inventory ranks at the 0 percentile – among this group, Belleville’s current book inventory is the
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smallest reported collection. The fact that it’s percentile ranking for volumes held falls below
its percentile ranking for population served indicates that Belleville’s current collection is
smaller than one would otherwise expect, given the collective experience of this particular
sample cohort.
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The last line in the tabular summary of the dataset specifies the intercept point on the sample
trendline based on the library’s projected population.
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VOLUMES HELD PER CAPITA
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• State cohort intercept at 2.70 volumes per capita; regional intercept at 3.55; national
intercept at 2.60.
• There is modest movement between the historic trendline and the current trendline,
indicating that libraries in these cohorts have not been aggressively expanding their book
collections in recent years; the historic and current trendlines for U.S. libraries serving
40,000 to 60,000 population are almost identical.
• There is an inverse relationship between population served and volumes held per capita
across all five cohorts; in the case of the national cohort, the inverse relationship is
negligible, but evident.
• In light of the growing availability of e-book resources, it may be appropriate to consider a
somewhat more moderate approach to this inventory component than would have been
the case 5-10 years ago.
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VOLUMES HELD
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• State cohort intercept at 149,000 volumes; regional intercept at 196,000 volumes; national
intercept at 143,000 volumes.
• There is relatively little movement between the historic trendline and the current trendline,
indicating that by and large, libraries in these cohorts have not been aggressively expanding
their book collections in recent years; the historic and current trendlines for U.S. libraries
serving 40,000 to 60,000 population are almost identical.
• There is a positive relationship between population served and volumes held across all five
cohorts.
• In light of the growing availability of e-book resources, it may be appropriate to consider a
somewhat more moderate approach to this inventory component than would have been
the case 5-10 years ago.
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AUDIO RECORDINGS HELD
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• State cohort intercept at 8,750 audios; regional intercept at 17,750 audios; national intercept
at 9,250 videos.
• Across these cohorts, the current trendline is consistently above the historic trendline,
indicating that libraries in general have devoted significant energies and resources to
expanding audio holdings in recent years.
• There is an inverse relationship between population and nonprint collection ratios among
Michigan libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population.
• The trendline for the cohort of regional libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population is
notably higher than the trendline for the state or national cohort.
• Strong demand continues to be felt for nonprint holdings, suggesting it would be appropriate
to maintain a more assertive posture regarding growth of this collection– although the
prospect of streaming and downloadable formats may moderate that approach.
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VIDEO RECORDINGS HELD
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• State cohort intercept at 7,900 videos; regional intercept at 16,250 videos; national intercept
at 9,100 videos.
• Across these cohorts, the current trendline is consistently above the historic trendline,
indicating that libraries in general have devoted significant energies and resources to
expanding video holdings in recent years.
• There is an inverse relationship between population and nonprint collection ratios among
Michigan libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population.
• The trendline for the cohort of regional libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population is
notably higher than the trendline for the state or national cohort.
• Strong demand continues to be felt for nonprint holdings, suggesting it would be appropriate
to maintain a more assertive posture regarding growth of this collection– although the
prospect of streaming and downloadable formats may moderate that approach.
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NONPRINT HOLDINGS as a PERCENT of PRINT
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• State cohort intercept is at 11.00%; regional intercept at 16.50%; national intercept at 11.75%
• Across these cohorts, the current trendline is consistently above the historic trendline,
indicating that libraries in general have devoted significant energies and resources to
expanding nonprint holdings in recent years.
• There is a strong inverse relationship between population and nonprint collection ratios
among Michigan libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population; there is a very mild inverse
relationship among libraries nationwide serving 40,000 to 60,000 population.
• At present strong demand continues to be felt for nonprint holdings, suggesting it would be
appropriate to maintain a posture regarding development of this collection that is more
assertive than not – although the prospect of shifting delivery of nonprint content into
streaming and downloadable formats may moderate that approach.
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MAGAZINE TITLES RECEIVED
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• State cohort intercept at 250 titles; regional intercept at 660; national intercept at 325.
• Generally, the current trendline is lower than the trendline from ten years prior, indicating
that libraries have been reducing inventories of physical magazine titles.
• There is a positive relationship between population served and titles received in all of the
cohorts, except for Michigan libraries serving 40,000 to 60,000 population (the relative
small size of this cohort – just 16 libraries – makes it subject to atypical or uncommon
results such as this; a few uncommon reports in a small sample can easily affect outcomes).
• The high trendline in the regional sample is driven by an outlier library that reported receiving
just under 9,000 magazines.
• Because this literature can be accessed electronically with increasing ease, a more modest
approach to selecting a collection development goal for magazines is encouraged.
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COMPUTERS for PUBLIC USE
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• State cohort intercept at 60 PCs; regional intercept at 47; national intercept at 38.
• Notable upward shift in trend line from 10 years prior.
• All cohorts show a positive relationship between population served and PC inventory (as
population increases, PC inventory increases as well).
• Owing to the ever-increasing importance of providing access points where library users can
get to electronic resources, consider an assertive goal for this collection inventory element.
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